
Grasp width, m

Number of rows

Inter-row spacing, cm

Seed tank capacity, l

Fertilizer tank capacity, l

Herbs tank capacity (optional), l

Weight, kg

Tractor power, hp

Seeding control system

Hydraulic markers

Set for small-seeded crops 
seeding

Lateral transportation device

5,25

25

21

1390

860

200

6000 

130

SPECIFICATIONS  OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Dura-Fluted direct seeding cutters

Double disc colters on a 
parallelogram frame

Shanks-packers for seeds

Double covering wheels with 
trapezoidal section

Gearboxes for spreading rates 
selection

MDS 125 with a clamp width of 5.25 m is ideal for medium farms, which need to seed up to 2-3 thousand 

ha per season. This mechanical seeding machine allows increasing the productivity capacity, as well as 

seeding precision and quality, which certainly leads to yield increase. Together with low operation costs, 

the machine payback period pleasantly surprises even the most demanding customer.

MDS 125

MECHANIC 
DISC SEEDER
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Double-disk colter puts the seeds at a specified depth. Colter support rhomboid design ensures that the field 
roughness is copied within a range of 25 centimeters. A shank-packer for seeds, installed inside the colter, ensures 
good seed contact with soil. Provides ideal operation at any humidity. Ensures quality and proportional seedling.

Seeding frames pressure is regulated by spring compression in 2 positions, and also by screws on hydraulic-cylin-
der rods.

Seeds and fertilizers spreading standards are regulated by gearboxes with freewheel and have a wide range.

Depth control is carried out by covering wheels. Double covering wheels have a 3 level approach angle adjust-
ment, which allows avoiding problems when working on any background. A-line shape with polyurethane edges is 
chosen for less adhesion when working on wet soil..

A direct seeding cutter (turbo blade, colter) ensures an ideal cutting of any crop residues, conducts soil micropro-
cessing and creates a quality seedbed on the seeding line. Dura-Fluted cutter type has a narrower shape, which 
minimizes the earth extraction. Colter can adjust the depth of cutting up to 15 cm, while the seeding depth on a 
colter remains unchanged (1-6 cm).

Convenient arrangement for transportation allows transporting the seeding machine for long distances, including 
by public roads.
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